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CLASS & LEVEL

Georg Diggingsohn

Mountain Dwarf

+2

PROFICIENCY BONUS

16
ARMOR
CLASS

INSPIRATION

PLAYER NAME

Neutral
ALIGNMENT

RACE

CHARACTER NAME

Zárfeltörő
BACKGROUND

+2

25

INITIATIVE

SPEED

EXPERIENCE POINTS

Nem azért hagytam fel a békés
kovácsélettel, mert nem szeretek
dolgozni. De az agyra is ráfér a munka!
Egy jól megtervezett rablás pedig
megtornáztatja a kis szürke sejteket.
PERSONALITY TRAITS

+3

16

+3

SAVING THROWS
ATHLETICS

HIT POINT MAXIMUM

31

Nyilván minden problémát meg lehet
oldani erőből, sokszor érdemes is, de
azért okosban csak jobb lesz.

+3
STRENGTH

IDEALS

CURRENT HIT POINTS
+4

14

◆

+2

●

+4

●

+4

+2

SAVING THROWS
ACROBATICS
SLEIGHT OF HAND
STEALTH

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

Ragaszkodom a szakmai
méltóságomhoz, ha a
többihez nem is.
BONDS

DEXTERITY

Total
+2

14

SAVING THROWS
HIT DICE

CONSTITUTION

+1

NAME

◆

+1
●

+5

+1
+1

+1

12

+1

+1

●

WISDOM

●

+3
+1
+5
+1

+1

12
●

+3
+1

+1
15

+3

+1

INTELLIGENCE

CHARISMA

SUCCESSES
FAILURES

+2
12

4 x d8 + 2

+1
●

+3

SAVING THROWS
ARCANA
HISTORY
INVESTIGATION
NATURE
RELIGION
SAVING THROWS
ANIMAL HANDLING
INSIGHT
MEDICINE
PERCEPTION
SURVIVAL
SAVING THROWS
DECEPTION
INTIMIDATION
PERFORMANCE
PERSUASION

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

DEATH SAVES

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

Shortsword

+5

D6 + 3 P

Nagant Méregfog (15/90)

+5 / DC 12

1d8/töltet méreg

Shortbow (80/320)

+4

D6 + 2 P

SNEAK ATTACK: 1/turn, you can
deal +2d6 damage to one
creature you hit with an attack if
you have advantage on the attack
roll. The attack must use a finesse
or a ranged weapon.
You don’t need advantage on the
attack roll if another enemy of the
target is within 5 feet of it, that
enemy isn’t incapacitated, and
you don’t have disadvantage on
the attack roll.

FLAWS

CUNNING ACTION: you can take a bonus
action on each of your turns in combat. This
action can be used to take the Dash,
Disengage or Hide action.
MASTER OF INTRIGUE: you can unerringly
mimic the speech patterns and accent of a
creature that you hear speak for at least 1
minute, enabling you to pass yourself off as a
native speaker of a particular land, provided
that you know the language.
MASTER OF TACTICS: you can use the Help
action as a bonus action. Additionally, when
you use the Help action to aid an ally in
attacking a creature, the target of that attack
can be within 30 feet of you, rather than within
5 feet of you, if the target can see or hear you.
DWARVEN RESILIENCE: advantage on saves
and damage resistance against poison.
SSTONECUNNING: whenever you make an
Intelligence (History) check related to the origin
of stonework, you have +4 proficiency bonus.
DARKVISION, 60 feet.

LANGUAGES: Common, Dwarvish, Draconic,
Infernal
WEAPON PROFICIENCY: duel wands, simple
weapons, hand crossbow, longsword, rapier,
shortsword, battleaxe, handaxe, throwing
hammer, warhammer
ARMOR PROFICIENCY: light and medium
armor
TOOL PROFICIENCY: smith’s tools, mason’s
tools, jeweler’s tools, land vehicles,
thieves’ tools [2x proficiency]
OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

Mindig van egy jobb ötletem, mint a
többieknek. Vagy egy érdekesebb. Vagy
legalább egy olyan amiben többet kell ásni.

EQUIPMENT: shortsword, shortbow, quiver with 20 arrows, burglar's pack, two daggers,
thieves' tools, breastplate, Nagant Méregfog, smith’s tools, mason’s tools, jeweler’s tools, riding
mule, 50 gp
THIEVES' CANT: you learned a secret mix of jargon and code that allows you to hide
messages in seemingly normal conversation. Only another creature that knows thieves’ cant
understands such messages. It takes four times longer to convey such a message than
speaking plainly.
In addition, you understand secret signs and symbols used to convey short, simple messages,
such as whether an area is dangerous or the territory of a thieves’ guild, whether loot is nearby,
or whether the people in an area are easy marks or will provide a safe house for thieves on the
run.
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